
     

    Abstract—Strong electromagnetic fields during functional 

magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) presents a challenging 

environment for any concurrent electrophysiological recording. 

Here, we present a miniaturized, wireless platform – “MR-Link” 

(Multimodal Recording Link) that provides a hardware solution 

for simultaneous electrophysiological and fMRI signal acquisition. 

The device detects changes in the electromagnetic field during 

fMRI and synchronizes amplification and sampling of 

electrophysiological signals to minimize effects of gradient and RF 

artifacts. It wirelessly transmits the recorded data at a frequency 

detectable by the MR-receiver coil. The transmitted data is readily 

separable from MRI in the frequency domain. To demonstrate its 

efficacy, we used this device to record electrocardiograms and 

somatosensory evoked potential without artifacts from concurrent 

fMRI scans, or compromising imaging quality. The compact 

recording device (20 mm dia., 2gms) placed within the MR-bore 

minimized movement artifacts and achieved microsecond-level 

synchronization with fMRI data. MR-Link offers an inexpensive 

system to eliminate the need for amplifiers with high dynamic 

range or sampling rate, high-power sampling, additional storage 

or synchronization hardware to connect with the MR-scanner. 

This device is expected to enable easier and a broader range of 

applications of simultaneous fMRI and electrophysiology in 

animals and humans.  

    Index Terms— Simultaneous fMRI-EEG, Wireless, frequency 

modulation, gradient artifacts 

I. INTRODUCTION 

imultaneous acquisition of functional magnetic resonance 

imaging (fMRI) in combination with 

electroencephalography (EEG), electrocorticography (ECoG), 

local field potentials (LFP), and single or multi-unit activity 

(SUA/MUA) holds great potential to bridge neural activity 

across spatial and temporal scales [1]–[11]. Despite its 

scientific premise and clinical potential, concurrent 

electrophysiological (EP) and MRI acquisition is challenging, 

as the MRI apparatus presents a hostile environment for 

recording bioelectric signals [3], [6], [9], [12]. MR-safety and 

compatibility are the first and paramount concern for any 

recording device working inside MRI. Apart from safety, the 

major bottleneck is the electromagnetic (EM) artifacts 
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generated by (a) the static magnetic field, (b) strong RF 

deposition, and most importantly (c) rapidly changing gradient 

magnetic fields [7], [13]–[15]. These artifacts may be several 

orders of magnitude larger than the signals of interest. As a 

result, the recorded EP data is often unusable to researchers 

without specialized technical expertise. 

The most widely used method of EM artifact removal for 

recovery of the EP signals of interest, involves rigorous offline 

post-processing of the artifact-corrupted dataset [3], [16], [17].  

Since these artifacts are considerably larger in magnitude than 

the signals of interest, all commercially-available recording 

systems use high-power amplifiers with a large dynamic range 

and a high sampling rate (>5KHz) [16], [18]. Such amplifiers 

are often used along with additional shielding and powering 

modules, making the whole system complex, bulky, expensive, 

and of significant safety concern, especially in high-field MRI 

[15]. Moreover, retrospective artifact removal is technically 

demanding even if the artifacts and signals are recorded with 

high fidelity. Signal processing algorithms for artifact 

correction have been getting increasingly sophisticated [19]– 

[22]. However, their efficacy is limited, since the artifacts of 

concern may be non-stationary or inter-mixed with other types 

of noise (e.g. head motion) and thus difficult to isolate or 

remove [12], [16], [19]–[23]. Even a relatively small percentage 

of residual artifacts can be very problematic for recovering 

weak signals such as EEG [20]. 

In this regard, several interesting approaches have been 

proposed to prevent EM artifacts from corrupting EP 

recordings. For example, Anami et al. have proposed a so-

called “stepping stone sampling” strategy to skip the EM 

artifact by selectively sampling EEG only during the “silent” 

period of MRI [13]. This strategy requires the synchronization 

of the operational clocks of the MR scanner and the EEG 

system, presumption on the MRI pulse sequence, and triggered 

20 kHz sampling, all of which place a considerable level of 

complexity to the recording system, and limit the scope of 

application [13]. In addition, Hanson et al. have proposed a 

complementary strategy to wirelessly transmit EP recordings 

for reception by the MRI receiver coil, while utilizing the 

surplus hardware in the MRI system [24]. While considerable 
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reduction of gradient artifacts was observed, additional post-

processing effort was necessary to remove cross talks between 

“MR” and “Non-MR” data. Furthermore, the comparatively 

bulky system (2 kg), operated from outside the MR-bore, 

required long wired connections to carry out the EP data.  Thus, 

the advantages of the proposed method are further 

compromised as it fails to mitigate major concerns about 

movement related artifacts.  

These circumstances necessitate a simpler and more robust 

method for integrating EM-artifact-free multimodal imaging 

(or any biopotential) data alongside conventional fMRI data.  

Utilizing the special characteristics of these artifacts and 

surplus MR-hardware, we developed an MR-integrated, 

wireless method and a miniaturized platform, “MR-Link” 

(Multimodal Recording Link) for high-fidelity EP acquisition 

during simultaneous fMRI (Figure 1). The device contained on-

board coils and analog/digital circuits to be able to detect the 

timing of gradient changes, and accordingly amplify and 

sample EP signals to prevent gradient artifacts from corrupting 

the EP signals. It also contained an onboard transmitter to send 

the recorded EP signals to the MRI receiver coil without 

interfering with MRI acquisition. As such, the device could 

operate locally and wirelessly, increasing the signal to noise 

ratio while reducing the EM and movement artifacts that would 

otherwise occur to typically wired recording systems [15]. It 

facilitates the use of MRI scanner for both imaging and 

recording through its existing hardware. Hereafter, we describe 

the system design and implementation, alongside a series of 

experimental EP (ECG, LFP and SEP) recordings to 

demonstrate the efficacy and potential of this device.  

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Device Overview 

The device was designed to utilize the existing MRI 

hardware and the EM environment in the MRI system to trigger 

EP recording and transmit digitized data. The device recorded 

the EP signal based on the input it received from the gradient 

detection system which monitored changes in the magnetic 

field inside the MRI bore [25]. The device amplified and 

filtered the EP signal, and transmitted it wirelessly to the MR-

receiver coil during MRI acquisition. The EP and MR signals 

were modulated by different frequencies such that they could 

be separated and demodulated without mutual interference 

(Figure 2). Figure 3 illustrates the major components of the 

device. Each of these components are described in the 

following subsections.   

B. Gradient detection circuit 

The gradient detection circuit utilized a machine-wound 

copper coil to pick up variations in the magnetic field inside the 

MRI bore. The differential signal from the coil was passed 

through a voltage limiter and rectifier circuit before being 

filtered through a single-stage low-pass filter (fc = 30kHz) 

(Figure 3(d)). The filter removed high frequency signal 

components while retaining the RF envelope for detection. A 

comparator was lastly used to generate a negative logic binary 

output (hereafter referred to as the gradient trigger), reporting 

whether the magnetic field was static (1) or varying (0), 

respectively. The gradient trigger was then fed into a 

microcontroller (µC) which managed the onboard operations of 

the device discussed hereafter. 

C.  Adaptive Sampling 

The gradient detection circuit made it possible to sample EP 

signals at discrete points in time to avoid gradient and RF 

artifacts [13]. The onboard µC sampled the analog EP signal 

using its 10-bit analog to digital converter (ADC). ADC 

sampling was only initiated when the gradient trigger was high 

Fig. 1.  MR-Link Recorder (Right) and CAD representation (Left) depicting 

the miniaturized size of the device. 

Fig. 2.  Concurrent fMRI and EP signal recording utilizing MR-receive coil. 

Amplified and digitized EP data is modulated by the MR-link recorder at 
discrete frequencies, visible to the MR-receiver coil. RF echo from the subject 

is sensed by the receiver coil near the center frequency of MRI scanner (Blue). 

Simultaneously, the EP data, modulated with an offset (w.r.t the MRI center 
frequency) is also detected (Yellow). This spectrally isolated EP data becomes 

embedded into the extended FOV of the reconstructed MR image. 
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and was further regulated by a pattern learning feature (adaptive 

sampling) programmed onto the µC. The basic premise of the 

µC code was to initiate EP sampling and transmission during 

periods without gradient pulses, or in other words, when the 

MRI was receiving RF echoes from the subject (Figure 4).  

The adaptive sampling microcode monitored the time periods 

of the gradient trigger and used this information to regulate 

device operations. µC timers and their associated interrupts 

were utilized to build the backbones of adaptive sampling and 

gave it functionality to monitor time. The duration of µC 

operations such as ADC sampling and UART communication 

were a function of the µC clock frequency and were thus 

constant once the µC was initialized.  These constant times of 

each device operation were experimentally profiled at 1MHz 

clock frequency and were provided as constants in the adaptive 

sampling routine. Thus, with the knowledge of the duration of 

plateau periods and each operation, the device µC can alter its 

configuration to complete sampling, gain switching, and 

wireless data transmission within the plateau regions. 

D. Analog filtering and amplification 

The analog filtering and amplification system (or the analog 

circuit) on the device consisted of two variable gain amplifiers 

(VGA), which were assisted by a passive differential low-pass 

filter and another second-order active low-pass filter. 

Additionally, a voltage limiter circuit, like that used in the 

gradient detection system, was incorporated at the input stage 

to limit the amplitude of the gradient artifacts (Figure 3(a)). The 

main operation of the analog circuit was to attenuate the 

incoming signal when the gradient trigger was low and to 

provide amplification when the gradient trigger was high. This 

assured that the analog system did not saturate due to the strong 

gradient artifacts.  

The low-pass filters were both cutoff at 15kHz to reject any 

high-frequency EM interference, while providing a sufficient 

bandwidth to capture a wide range of EP signals. The discrete-

time variable-gain amplification was essential to avoiding 

gradient artifacts, the timing of which was predicted in real-

time by the gradient detection circuit. The two VGAs 

individually provided +/- 27 dB based on the information 

provided by the gradient trigger. The maximum gain applied to 

the EP signal was 60 dB during the readout period (gradient 

plateau) and conversely, the maximum attenuation applied was 

-54 dB during the ramping periods. Apart from the VGAs, 6 dB 

of constant gain was provided by the instrumentation amplifier 

at the input stage, where the differential EP signal was 

converted to a single-ended signal for filtering and further 

processing by the VGAs (Figure 3(c)).  

E. Wireless Transmission 

The digitized packets were wirelessly transmitted through a 

low power ultra-high frequency (UHF) transmitter using binary 

Frequency Shift Keying (FSK). The carrier frequency of the RF 

signal was programmed within the bandwidth of the MR-

Fig. 3.  Simplified MR-Link Recroder circuit schematic. The EP signal is processed by the variable gain (c), analog filtering circuit (a,b) and subsequently digitized 

through the microcontroller (e). Variable again and digitization are triggered by the gradient detection circuit(d). Digitized data is transmitted wirelessly through a 
low-power UHF  transmitter. Alternatively, the data can also be accessed through an USB PC-link. (a) Input differential stage with a low-pass filter (15 KHz) and 

gain of 6.02 dB. (b) Second order low-pass filter (15 KHz) with a gain of 0 dB. (c) Gain switching stage with gain of 54 dB during ‘plateau period’ and attenuation 

of -54 dB during ‘ramping period’ of the gradient. (d) Gradient detection circuit which monitors the electromagnetic field changes inside the MRI bore through a 

machine wound coil (14mm dia.) and outputs a binary signal to denoting the presence of gradient and RF artifacts. 
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receiver coil, but outside of the frequency range for MR signal 

reception [24].  The transmission power, carrier frequency 

(300.043MHz), deviation frequency (9.6KHz), data modulation 

types (FSK) and data rate (19.2Kbps) were all programmed and 

controlled through the µC. The built in fractional-N PLL 

(Phase-locked loop) of the transmitter was utilized for narrow-

band operation. The reference frequency was generated through 

a crystal oscillator with a frequency tolerance and temperature 

stability of 10 ppm. Furthermore, frequency error in crystal 

reference were compensated indirectly through an inbuilt 

compensation register so that the output can be varied at <1 ppm 

steps. The output power of the transmitter was programmed 

from -16dBm to +14dBm with 0.4dBm steps. A fifth order 

Chebyshev filter, placed at the output of the transmitter ensured 

attenuation of third and fifth order harmonics.  

F. FOV extension for EP reception 

The FOV for imaging was extended along the readout 

direction to allow RF-modulated EP data to be received by the 

MR-receiver coil. The image matrix along the readout direction 

contained 256 points. The receiver bandwidth was set to 

333.333KHz to provide sufficient sampling rate for 

implementing FSK modulation of transmitted data. During each 

of the K-space line scans while the receive coil was ‘ON’ (set 

to acquire RF signals), digitized EP data was transmitted from 

the device (Figure 5). This triggering was again done through 

the gradient detection unit. As a result, the non-MR data was 

automatically synchronized with the fMRI images.  

Each k-space line acquisition duration was 600us along with 

two ramp up and ramp down periods of 100us each. During the 

plateau region of 600us, 16 samples of EP signal were taken 

and averaged within the µC. The processed data was then 

transmitted in the next plateau region. During each slice 

acquisition 64 EP data points were recorded through the MR-

image at a sampling rate of 1.3KHz.  

G. Data Handling and Post Processing 

The transmitted EP signals and the fMRI images were stored 

conveniently in the same file following DICOM archiving 

standards. Just after the scans were completed, the RAW data 

was fed into a custom software, developed using MATLAB 

(MathWorks, MA, USA). The software isolated the MR-data 

and non-MR data based on their respective frequency ranges. 

Furthermore, the software stored the MR data, containing all 

the imaging information in the file format (i,e. 32-bit, integer 

etc.) compatible with ParaVision 6.0.1, Bruker Software 

(BioSpec 70/30, Bruker, MA, USA) for image reconstruction. 

The isolated, non-MR data contained wirelessly transmitted 

EP signal which was already demodulated by the MR-center 

frequency. The extracted data was comparable to a digitized 

intermediate frequency (IF) signal, very common in RF receiver 

system. The scanner acted as a mixer for the FSK modulated 

data. Firstly, the mark and space frequencies (binary ‘1’ and ‘0’) 

were identified by calculation of power spectral density (PSD) 

of the non-MR data set. In the second step, asynchronous or 

non-coherent demodulation scheme was implemented to 

retrieve the digital packets (Figure 6). The received signal was 

treated as a sum of two amplitude shift keyed signals (ASK) and 

matched filters isolated these two ASK signals. Finally, the 

binary signal train was recovered through two envelope 

detectors and a logic synthesizer, all implemented on MATLAB 

script.    

H. Experimental Paradigms  

Our current investigation focused primarily on 

implementation of the proposed method, through phantom 

imaging (Phantom Study) while EP data recording was carried 

out by the device. Additionally, efficacy and validation of the 

MR-Link device as an MR-integrated recording platform was 

analyzed through simultaneous recording of cardiac and brain 

evoked response during simultaneous fMRI of a rat. Finally, the 

effects of the device operation within MR-bore was analyzed 

qualitatively and quantitatively to further illustrate the 

advantages of the proposed technique.  

Fig. 4.  Gain switching, adaptive sampling, and data transmission driven by the 

gradient detection circuit. Pickup coil signal is translated into the binary 
gradient output which allows the onboard microcontroller to modulate gain and 

sample EP signal to avoid MR artifacts (Row 1-4). Digitized data is transmitted 

(wirelessly or wired) during ‘plateau period’ (Row 5). 

Fig. 4.  Gradient and RF pulses, as generated during the echo-planar-imaging 

(EPI) sequence. The discrete nature of the electromagnetic artifacts and there 

timings with respect to the gradient and RF pulses are shown on rows 1-6. Rows 

7-8 show the sampling and transmission zones associated with the device 

operation. 
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I. Subjects and materials 

A test tube with CuSO4 x 2H2O (1g/L) solution was used in 

the phantom study. Albino rat species Rattus norvegicus was 

utilized in both the in vivo studies specified above.  All subjects 

were healthy males between the ages of 4-8 months. The 

Ag/AgCl, radiolucent ECG electrodes (NeoTech Products, Inc., 

CA, USA) were utilized for their MR-compatibility in the ECG 

study.  The neural electrodes used in the in vivo study were 

manufactured by Plastics One (Plastics One, VA, USA) with 

the active electrode diameter of 0.127mm and a length of 3mm. 

The reference electrode was of the same diameter, but its length 

was 10mm for specific purpose as explained under General 

surgery description.  Both active and reference electrodes were 

made from platinum (Pt) to be MR-compatible. Additionally, 

the pedestal of the electrodes and the inner connectors were 

made of plastic and copper (Cu) respectively to be MR-

compatible. To secure the electrode, nylon plastic screws were 

used. Similar types screws served to provide ground and 

reference points on the skull. A 0.3mm hole was drilled into the 

screws through which the ground and reference electrodes 

could pass and contact the brain. All experiments were 

conducted using a Brucker animal MRI. 

J. Phantom Study 

The test tube phantom and the MR-Link recording system 

were placed inside the MRI while the phantom was imaged 

using an echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence (described in 

MRI Protocol and Pulse Sequence). MR-Link system was 

primarily supplied with a dummy signal from a function 

generator to transmit wirelessly and receive through the MRI 

receiver coil. During the study, the wireless transmitter power 

and the carrier frequency were also tuned, to avoid any overlap 

with the imaging data.  

The MR-Link system was triggered initially using the 

gradient signal from the MRI server and later utilizing the 

gradient detection system to synchronize its transmission. The 

gradient detection module was evaluated in the phantom study 

to produce an accurate response to changing magnetic field in 

the MRI bore. The pick-up coil was placed at 45o angle with 

respect to the Gx and Gy plane to ensure magnetic variation 

along the x or y axis were registered by the gradient detection 

circuit. The coil was secured to the outside of a custom-made 

animal tray to keep the orientation stable throughout the 

experiments.  

Apart from recording the dummy signal, efficacy of the 

amplifier system was further verified through the acquisition of 

neural signals (LFP and SEP) from a rat, placed outside the MR-

bore. Local field potentials (LFP) were recorded from right 

somatosensory cortex (R-S1FL) under two conditions: (a) 

variation of anesthesia levels and (b) forepaw electrical 

stimulation (described in General neurosurgery description and 

fMRI setup). 

K. In vivo ECG during fMRI 

The in vivo ECG experiment was first conducted to monitor 

a reliable and well-known bio-signal to validate the device’s 

function inside the MRI [14], [24]. The rat was anesthetized 

(3% isoflurane in oxygen at 1L/min) and shaved at the site 

where the electrodes were placed. The electrodes were placed 

in Einthoven’s Triangle formation. The signal was checked 

with a benchtop Grass Cp511 Amplifier and the device to verify 

that Echo was functioning properly outside the MRI. The rat 

was placed inside the MRI in supine position and the electrode 

leads were pulled out as straight as possible to connect with the 

device. The device was placed adjacent to the rat at the foot of 

the animal tray holder. The rat was kept under anesthesia with 

a continued supply of isoflurane throughout the experiment (2% 

isoflurane in oxygen at 0.5L/min). The rat breathing rate and 

SpO2 levels were constantly monitored with the use of Kent 

Scientific Rodent Pulse Oximeter (Torrington, USA) and 

adjustments to the anesthesia were made if needed. The animal 

tray was also continuously flushed with warm water to act as a 

heating bed for the animal and help regulate its body 

temperature. The water temperature was held constant at 40oC.  

L. In vivo LFP during fMRI 

The in vivo neuro experiment was conducted to monitor 

evoked potential in the right somatosensory cortex (R-S1FL) of 

the rat. The rat was prepared for the electrode implant by 

administering painkiller (carprofen, 5mg/kg) before being 

anesthetized (3% isoflurane in oxygen at 1L/min). The rat was 

then shaved at the site of the surgery and placed into a 

stereotaxic instrument (Stoelting, IL, USA). A continued 

supply of isoflurane was administered to keep the rat 

anesthetized for the duration of the procedure (2% isoflurane in 

oxygen at 0.5L/min). A heating pad with an active body 

(rectum) temperature feedback was utilized to help regulate the 

rat’s body temperature. All measurements taken to place the 

electrode were about the bregma. A 1mm hole was drilled into 

Fig. 6.  Block diagram of the wireless EP-data reconstruction method. Both MR-echo and modulated EP signal, sensed by the receiver coil is demodulated at MRI-

center frequency (300.033 Mhz) and digitized by the scanner. The raw fMRI data is then bandpass filtered to isolate the non-MR data and standard FSK 

demodulation scheme was employed to reconstruct the MR-Link device recorded EP data. 
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the skull above the R-S1FL (AP+0.2mm and ML+3.5mm). The 

Pt electrode was inserted 2.5mm (DV+2.5mm) into the brain 

before being fixated with dental cement. The ground and 

reference points were placed in the region above the cerebellum 

(posterior to the lambda). Nylon plastic screws with holes were 

placed into the holes for ground and reference. The reference 

electrode and a separate ground wire were inserted into the 

screws and then fixated using dental cement. The left forepaw 

was stimulated using a current stimulator (A-M Systems, WA, 

USA) (1mA, 5ms, 10Hz, monophasic pulse) to verify the 

position of the electrode. The benchtop response was recorded 

and filtered by Grass Cp511 Amplifier and the device for 

validation outside the MRI.  

The rat was placed in the prone position into the MRI after a 

successful electrode implant. To better induce a clear 

hemodynamic response in R-S1FL the anesthesia method and 

dosage were altered for the imaging session (0.03mg/Kg/h 

dexmedetomidine subcutaneously and 0.2-0.3% isoflurane). 

The active, reference, and ground wires were pulled straight out 

and connected to the device. The device placement and the 

general MRI setup was as described in the ECG study setup 

section. The rat’s vitals were monitored using Kent Scientific 

Oximeter and the isoflurane was adjusted as needed.  

M. Effects on fMRI data quality 

Lastly, the effects of wireless transmission on MR-images 

were quantitatively assessed through analyzing the tSNR 

characteristics of the EPI image. The EPI image sequence 

described in pulse sequence was used to acquire a BOLD image 

while the rat was administered forepaw stimulation. The BOLD 

response was recorded from rat brain for two sets of 

experimental conditions. One condition included the MR-Link 

system operating normally (“ON”) and wirelessly transmitting 

EP data to scanner receiver coil. In the second condition, the 

MR-Link system was disconnected from its power supply and 

kept in the “OFF” state. The correlation between forepaw 

stimulation and the BOLD response was calculated for both 

conditions and compared. The animal and MRI setup for the 

study was as described in the General neurosurgery description 

and fMRI setup. 

III. RESULTS 

A. Phantom Study 

The phantom study outlined a repeatable experimental setup 

to test the device for in vivo EP recording within the MR-bore. 

Initially, an ECG signal (3mVpp, 1.2Hz), generated from an 

arbitrary function generator, was chosen as a sample EP data 

for this purpose. The sample signal was amplified and digitized 

through the MR-Link device before being wirelessly 

transmitted during concurrent imaging of a phantom. The 

wireless data appeared in the extended FOV of the image as 

seen by the two white lines in (Figure 7). FOV extension along 

the readout direction increased the image width and 

accommodated the non-MR data effectively without any 

overlap with the phantom image. The image reconstruction was 

done once more through the scanner console after non-MR data 

was filtered out using the custom software. The MATLAB 

based extraction software successfully reconstructed the sample 

data and relatively high SNR was observed. Various distinct 

waves (P, Q, R, S, and T) are clearly visible in the extracted 

ECG signal which was generated using a function generator 

(Figure 7).  

Furthermore, LFP and SEP signals were recorded from rat 

S1FL using the device setup while the animal was placed 

outside the MRI. The recorded LFP varied with the level of 

anesthesia and as isoflurane concentration was varied to induce 

deeper anesthesia, the LFP signals showed characteristics of 

burst suppression (Figure 8). Furthermore, somatosensory 

evoked potential due to a forepaw current stimulus (1mA, 5ms, 

10Hz) was clearly picked up by the device at a high SNR 

(Figure 8). The SEP varied with frequency, current amplitude 

and pulse width durations. 

Fig. 7.  Phantom image with simulated ECG signal embedded into the FOV of 
MR image. The FSK modulated (BW 19.2Khz) ECG data appear as lines in the 

extended FOV. The EP data reconstructed from the fMRI image sequence is 

shown below. 

Fig. 8.  Rat LFP observed with active sensing outside the MR-bore. 
Somatosensory evoked potential due to forepaw stimulus (Top).Spontaneous 

LFP changed progressively with deeper anesthesia (isoflurane concentration) 

towards burst suppression(Bottom). 
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B. Cardiac Signal recording during simultaneous fMRI 

In vivo ECG signal was recorded from a rat placed inside the 

MR-bore while image slices were taken surrounding the brain 

region. For cross validation of the data extraction technique, 

digitized data was recorded using two methods simultaneously: 

(a) the MR-receiver coil during imaging and (b) digital UART-

USB link on a custom software. The device effectively rejected 

any gradient artifacts and the cardiac signals, extracted from the 

MR-images, required no further postprocessing.  Furthermore, 

as visible from Figure 9, the ECG data was inherently 

synchronized and time stamped with corresponding brain 

slices. Additionally, magneto-hydrodynamic effect due to the 

presence of strong static magnetic field (7T) was also observed 

as the T waves were significantly enlarged [14].  

C. Evoked potential recording during simultaneous fMRI 

The MR-Link system successfully recorded in vivo evoked 

potential from right somatosensory cortex due to electrical 

stimulation of forepaw, as seen in Figure 10. The evoked 

response data was reconstructed and correlated with the 

stimulation trigger to delineate the onset of the stimulation and 

the response which followed the paradigm shown in Figure 11.  

To evaluate the efficacy of the multimodal data acquisition 

method, simultaneous functional imaging was carried out. 

Somatosensory evoked potential, when correlated with fMRI 

images to show BOLD response centered at R-S1FL (Figure 

10). The evoked response study clearly establishes the 

significance of the proposed method as a simple and effective 

solution for simultaneous neural-imaging and recording.  

D. Effects on fMRI data quality 

 A systematic experimental paradigm was designed to 

evaluate the effect of wireless transmission on the MR-images 

(Figure 11). The correlation map between the forepaw 

stimulation and the BOLD response was analyzed for the “ON” 

and “OFF” states. As the device transmitted EP signals in 

frequencies visible to the receiver coil, it was imperative to 

observe whether these additional non-MR signals affected the 

quality of BOLD signals, derived from the MR-signals.  The 

BOLD response map in both the conditions showed a very 

similar profile and thus depicting qualitatively that there was no 

effect of MR-Link transmitter on MRI diagnostic environment 

(Figure 11). Furthermore, the tSNR analysis quantitatively 

concluded that the wirelessly transmitted data had no 

deteriorating effects on the MR-image quality (Figure 11).  

IV. DISCUSSION 

The MR-Link recording system utilizes the MRI scanner and 

its electromagnetic environment for synchronization and 

wireless transmission of non-MR data (Figure 2). Utilizing the 

inbuilt, powerful digitizer and receiver capabilities of a 

conventional MR-scanner, the system achieves a small form 

factor (20mm dia., 2gms) and requires low power to operate. 

As a result, the system provides an in-expensive 

(value/channel) and unique solution for recording various types 

of electrical and EP signals within MRI, while simultaneous 

imaging. The gradient synchronized, variable-gain amplifier 

provides gradient artifact free data that is digitized and 

communicated back to the MR-system, thus achieving micro-

second scale synchronization. 

Fig. 9.  Synchronization of the recorded rat ECG and with corresponding fMRI 

image slice. ECG data acquired at a sampling frequency of 1.3Khz except 

during inter-slice ‘blip’ zones (~5ms). 

Fig. 10.  Concurrent acquisition of BOLD response and evoked potential 

through the MR-Link Recorder system. BOLD activity correlated with 
stimulation trigger, show strong relationship between the BOLD response at 

S1FL and forepaw stimulation (Top). Simultaneously, SEP signal recorded 

through the electrode placed in the somatosensory cortex of the rat brain was 
transmitted via the MR-Link system.  EP data reconstructed from fMRI image 

sequence show somatosensory evoked potential due to the forepaw stimulus 

(Bottom). 
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A. Utilizing MR-hardware for EP data recording 

The current implementation of the method only shows 

recording through a single channel and overlays the data on 

MR-images, but similar technique can be used to record multi-

channel EP signals. For multichannel operation, each channel’s 

carrier frequency can be separated out into non-overlapping 

bands. The study configuration (receiver bandwidth: 333KHz 

and transmission channel bandwidth: 19.2KHz) allows for 

simultaneous recording of 9 electrophysiological channels. 

Moreover, additional recording channels can be incorporated 

by extending the receiver bandwidth and/or the FOV along the 

readout direction without compromising repetition time (TR). 

A sampling rate of 1.3KHz, achieved during functional 

imaging was sufficient for slow varying EP signals (ECG, EEG, 

LFP etc.). The sampling rate was limited by the duration 

between each readout trains, as RF excitation, slice selection 

and crusher gradients were applied during this time and no 

usable data could be gathered. This ‘blip’ period was minimized 

(~5ms) through the design of the MR-pulse sequence. 

Furthermore, application specific design of the transmitting 

unit and data compression makes it possible to increase the 

number of simultaneous recording channels significantly [26]. 

The MR-scanner system works as a high frequency mixer and 

converts the transmission frequency at some intermediate 

frequency with respect to the scanner center frequency and 

digitizes the signal at a high sampling rate (Figure 6). Several 

different forms of processing algorithm can subsequently be 

implemented on the digitized data which is made available 

through the custom-built software. Thus, any combination of 

time division multiplexing (TDM) or frequency division 

multiplexing (FDM) transmission methods can be utilized to 

accommodate higher number of channels at increased data rate.  

The data extraction algorithm worked consistently (data not 

shown) as the transmission channel was placed at different 

distances with respect to the MR-scanner center frequency. The 

digital modulation method (FSK) was comparatively better 

immune to noise and amplitude fluctuations and did not require 

any additional dedicated calibration signal, as shown in the 

implementation by Hanson et al [24]. Individual frequency 

channels were well separated and detectable at very low 

transmission power levels. Furthermore, the simple nature of 

the processing algorithm may facilitate real-time monitoring of 

the EP data during simultaneous imaging through integration of 

the custom software with the imaging platform.  

Another interesting application of the method can be found 

with the availability of dual-tuned receiver coils. The Non-MR 

data can be transmitted at a ‘X’-nuclear coil frequency with 

continuous proton imaging. Current implementation allows the 

MR-Link system to send the wireless data at a large range of 

frequencies from 75MHz to 1GHz. This can eliminate the 

systems dependency on a specific pulse sequence (EPI) as the 

EP data can be continuously monitored through accessing the 

‘X’-nuclear coil data. Additionally, the EP signals can be 

recorded within the MR-Link hardware and transmitted in 

bursts after each imaging cycle. These bursts can be picked up 

by MR-receiver coil through a custom designed short duration 

MR-pulse sequence.  

B. Power harvesting opportunities 

Powering the recording system within the MR-environment 

requires significant attention since additional powering 

circuitry can affect the operation of the MR-scanner. The low-

powered, battery operated recording and transmission system 

presented in the study is well suited to be powered through a 

variety of different approaches. An attractive method which is 

currently being explored is wirelessly powering the device by 

harvesting energy from the strong magnetic flux generated by 

the MRI [27].  Wireless powering removes cables running 

through the MRI bore, improve the functionality of the device 

as well as the MRI. The advantages of wireless powering 

provide a strong case for its implementation into the MR-Link 

device to further make it into a stand-alone system.   

C. Gradient artifact-free EP data extraction 

The various studies in this project were conducted with the 

MRI scanner operating at its maximum gradient slew rate of 

200mT/m. The gradient and RF artifacts were minimized 

through the variable sensitivity amplifiers and the selective 

sampling algorithm. Furthermore, the moving average filter 

implemented on the µC attenuated any leakage artifacts. This 

averaging scheme combined with a synchronized sampling 

method allowed the MR-Link system to completely remove any 

gradient artifacts from the data before transmission. Thus, the 

Fig. 11.  MR-compatibility study using an in vivo experimental paradigm (top): 

BOLD images were acquired while the rat was administered forepaw 

stimulation with parameters shown on top. The BOLD response was recorded 
from rat brain for two sets of experimental conditions. One condition included 

the MR-Link system operating normally (“ON”) and wirelessly transmitting 

EP data to scanner receiver coil. In the second condition, the MR-Link system 
was disconnected from its power supply and kept in the “OFF” state. BOLD 

response and tSNR comparison of the MRI image for the discussed conditions 

are shown(bottom). 
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extracted data from the MR-image did not require any 

additional retrospective digital processing[20]. 

The MR-Link system provides a simple and effective 

solution for high fidelity neural recording in simultaneous fMRI 

studies by utilizing MR-surplus hardware. Gradient triggered 

sampling and discrete time variable sensitivity amplifier 

combined with wireless reception of electrophysiological signal 

by MR coil address technical challenges regarding the signal 

integrity and electromagnetic artifacts, while reducing the 

overall complexity by removing the dependence on bulky 

synchronization and shielding systems. Additionally, further 

refinement and implementation of the system will be focused 

on future human applications. Therefore, the success of the 

current research is expected to open new avenues for widely 

accessible and integrative neuroimaging tools.  
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